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Abstract—A smart car park with electrical vehicles (EVs) has
the potential to participate in a commercial building’s energy
storage and power supply activities, via bidirectional power flow
techniques. In this paper, the management of energy usage of a
shopping mall with smart car park is investigated. An optimal
control model is built up to determine EVs’ charging/discharging
status under real-time price, the on/off switching of the heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) unit in the shopping
mall, so that the overall energy cost can be minimised under
normal and emergency operations. Key factors such as EV bat-
tery degradation, constraints on battery states and the emergency
power supply requirements are included in the model. Simulation
studies demonstrate that a proper-sized smart car park can be
used as an extra power supply to the shopping mall under
emergency power shut down. This can help to reduce reliance
on traditional power supply under emergency requirements.

Index Terms—electric vehicle (EV), smart car park, shopping
mall, emergency power supply, constrained optimisation

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of electrical vehicles (EVs) provides a solution to
reduce carbon emission to environment and is essential for
decarbonising mobility [1]. With a smart car park system,
the charging and discharging strategy for EV batteries can be
managed in an economical way to make profits for EV users
[2]. Meanwhile, a smart car park can be used as a battery
storage system for other demands and grid stability [3].

There are recent studies on bidirectional power flow in
shopping mall systems with EV car park charging equipment.
Modern shopping malls typically have large car parks, for
example, a shopping mall in Istanbul, Turkey, hosts on average
350-400 EVs per day [4]. The large capacity of EV batteries
in a car park can be taken as energy storage to balance
power usage and achieve economic benefits [5]. Shopping mall
owners have the option to reduce their peak electricity usage
under a dynamic pricing schedule as compared to the control
group under traditional flat tariffs [6]. To maximise a mall
charging station’s profits, an efficient means of charging EVs
arriving at a shopping mall is presented without considering
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) activities [7].

Emergency power supply to shopping centres usually de-
pend on traditional techniques such as natural gas electric
generating devices or diesel electric generating devices. Use
of clean energy for power backup still needs to be better
understood on its reliability, scalability and costs, etc. One

evaluation of renewable energy (photovoltaic) and conven-
tional electricity generation (diesel generator) is made in [8],
where the shopping mall building needs extra power supply to
meet the power requirement under emergency power cut-off. In
this context, a smart car park system with bidirectional power
flow functions can be a part of extra backup to shopping mall’s
emergency power supply. The above works have suggested
technical feasibility of EV car park as energy storage for
shopping mall power supply under normal and emergency
operations.

Since the battery degradation cost is much higher than the
V2G profits, EVs in a shopping mall’s car park do not operate
in discharging status in normal situation under optimal control.
However, in occurrence of emergent power shut-down, the
shopping mall must maintain its basic operations within a short
period, it is necessary to get power supply from the backup
system. If a rewarding price is provided, the EV car park could
be used as part of the backup system. This drives our research
towards a systematic design in an optimisation framework.

In this work, we aim to investigate how to manage power
usage for a shopping mall with a smart car park. For the car
park with multiple EVs, the EV charging/discharging strategy
can be developed to minimise electricity cost under the real-
time price. In most shopping centres, the air temperature is
maintained by the heating, ventilation and air conditioning
(HVAC) system, which consumes a large amount of energy
[9]. The most simple control of HVAC is through an on-
off switching operation. Under emergency situations when the
power from grid supply becomes unavailable, diesel energy
generation and car park EV energy storage will be used
to supply power for basic building operation. The charg-
ing/discharging of EVs and the on/off switching of HVAC are
determined through the energy cost optimisation design. Rele-
vant constraints on battery state of charge (SOC) and building
temperature requirement are considered in the optimisation
model.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The system
configuration and the electricity cost model is presented in
Section II, which involves EV car park electricity cost, HVAC
operation cost and the cost for other loads. In Section III, man-
agement of power supply from the car park to the shopping
mall under emergency power shut down is designed. Section
IV provides a case study by using the proposed method and



collected real data. Conclusions are given in Section V.

TABLE
NOMENCLATURE AND ACRONYMS

Nomenclature
N number of vehicles in car park
M number of samplings in time
ui(t) charging/discharging status variable at time t
ZHV AC(t) HVAC on/off status variable at time t
P1 power for charging EVs in car park (kWh)
P2 power demand for HVAC (kWh)
P3 other loads (kWh)
P4 car park power supply under emergency (kWh)
P5 diesel generator power supply under emergency (kWh)
Pgrid grid power supply (kWh)
PEV charging and discharging power of an EV (kW)
C1 energy cost of car park EV charging ($)
C2 energy cost of HVAC ($)
C3 energy cost of other loads ($)
C4 cost of power backup from car park ($)
C5 cost of power backup from diesel generator ($)
Cgrid cost paid for grid power ($)
Ctotal total electricity cost ($)
Ccharge cost of EV charging ($)
Cdischarge cost of EV discharging ($)
C1,loss charging battery degradation cost ($)
C4,loss discharging battery degradation cost ($)
∆t sampling time period for power management (h)
SOCmin minimum state of charge
SOCmax maximum state of charge
SOCfinal final SOC requirement
SOC(t) SOC at time t
Tin(t) indoor temperature at time t (◦C)
Tout(t) outdoor temperature at time t (◦C)
∆T (t) outdoor and indoor temperature difference (◦C)
λ, λ∗ threshold values in temperature constraints (◦C)
βon and βoff HVAC parameters
Dr Battery degradation rate ($/kWh)
p(t) Grid power price at time t ($/kWh)
q(t) Feed-in tariff at time t ($/kWh)
γ unit price for diesel generation ($/kWh)
Acronyms
EV electric vehicle
FIT feed-in tariff
SOC state of charge
V2G vehicle to grid
G2V grid to vehicle
HVAC heating, ventilation, and air conditioning

II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND ENERGY COST MODEL

A. System Configuration

The shopping mall power system can be balanced by two
parts, the power supply and the power consumption (loads).
Fig.1 shows the system configuration, in which the car park,
the building HVAC and other loads are on the load side. On the
supply side, grid power is used for normal situation; in case of
emergency power off, the car park energy storage and a diesel
generator are used for power supply to the shopping mall.
Here P1 is EVs charging power in car park, P2 is the power
consumed by HVAC operation, P3 represents other loads, P4

is the discharging power from car park storage, P5 is the diesel
generation power, and Pgrid is the grid power. P4 and P5 are
zeros under normal grid supply. In Fig.1, an arrow pointing
towards a block indicates that the power flows into the block,

Fig. 1. Configuration of shopping mall power system with car park

an arrow leaving from a block means that block functions for
power supply. The power balance function is therefore

P1 + P2 + P3 = Pgrid + P4 + P5 (1)

In this system, it is assumed that the electricity power usage
can be managed by controlling EVs’ charging/discharging
status and on/off switching of HVAC. The other loads term
is fixed.

An EV can have three statuses, charging, discharging and
disconnect. Denote ui as the charging/discharging control
variable for the i-th EV (i = 1, . . . , N ), at time t, it can be
written by the following function.

ui(t) =

 −1, charging
1, discharging
0, disconnect

(2)

The HVAC system is assumed to be simply controlled at
two statuses, on and off, denoted by a binary control variable

ZHVAC(t) =

{
1, on
0, off

(3)

The values of signal ui(t) and ZHVAC(t) are determined
by the optimisation controller, with the aim to minimise the
overall energy cost while meeting the operation requirements
of the system in Fig.1.

B. EV Car Park Cost Model

The cost of electricity power in car park (C1) covers the EV
charging cost (Ccharge) and the cost for battery degradation
due to charging (C1,loss), i.e.

C1 = Ccharge + C1,loss (4)

Define

sgn+(x) =

{
x, if x > 0
0, if x ≤ 0

(5)



Within a monitoring period with sampling times from t = 1
to t = M , the charging cost of the i-th EV can be calculated
by

Ci
charge =

M∑
t=1

p(t) · sgn+(ui(t)) · PEV ·∆t (6)

where p(t) is the price of electricity, PEV is the charging
power, ∆t is the sampling period. In this work, it is assumed
that the same value of PEV is used for all vehicles in the car
park under both charging and discharging status.

Battery degradation occurs during both charging and dis-
charging operation. Using a fixed degradation rate, Dr, for
both charging and discharging, the battery degradation cost
for the i-th EV can be calculated by

Ci
1,loss =

M∑
t=1

Dr · (sgn+(ui(t))) · PEV ·∆t (7)

The total cost for charging all EVs in the car park can be
calculated from (4), (6) and (7) to give

C1 =

N∑
i

(
Ci

charge + Ci
1,loss

)
. (8)

Constraints on batteries need to be considered for EV
operations. For an EV battery, its SOC needs to stay between
the required lower and upper bounds at any time, i.e.,

SOCmin ≤ SOCi(t) ≤ SOCmax (9)

where SOCi(t) is the SOC for the i-th EV; SOCmin and
SOCmax are the lower and upper bounds for SOC. In this
work, the boundary constraints are considered to be the same
for all EVs in the car park. In addition, each EV must be
charged to a required SOC level, denoted as SOCfinal, to
allow its drive after leaving the car park, that is,

SOCfinal ≥ a (10)

where a(0 < a < 1) is a given threshold. Calculation of SOC
can be found in our previous work [2] and other literature.

C. EV Battery Capacity Adjustment

EV batteries are different in rated capacity for differ-
ent EV models. In this work, we take six rated capaci-
ties between 60kWh to 120kWh in the following distribu-
tion: 60kWh (2.5%), 70kWh (13.5%), 80kWh (34%), 90kWh
(34%), 100kWh (13.5%) and over 110kWh (2.5%).

For used EVs, the full capacity is lower than the rated level
due to performance degradation. This degradation is counted
by an degradation factor, which is assumed to be within 0.9
to 0.7 following an exponential function. That means the full
capacity of each EV is assumed to be 70% to 90% of its rated
capacity.

The distribution of EVs in terms of the rated capacity and
the degradation factor is shown in Fig.2. For each EV in the car
park, its capacity is adjusted by the rated capacity multiplied
by the degradation factor.

Fig. 2. Distribution of EV batteries w.r.t. rated capacity and degradation factor

D. HVAC System

The HVAC system is used to maintain the indoor temper-
ature of the shopping mall. It is assumed to operate at two
status, on and off. The following HVAC model adapted from
[10] is employed in this study. At time τ , the power demand
for indoor cooling and heating is written following the first
law of thermodynamics

P̃2(τ) = ((βon − βoff ) · ZHVAC(τ) + βoff )

· (Tout(τ)− Tin(τ))
(11)

Tin(τ) and Tout(τ) are the indoor and outdoor temperatures
at time τ ; ZHVAC is the binary variable controlling HVAC
operation; βon and βoff are two parameters related to the
outdoor temperature. Since the calculation step for HVAC
dynamics is smaller than the sampling period (∆t) for power
management calculation, the sequence of P2(t) is sampled
from the sequence of P̃2(τ) using a sampling period of ∆t.

The cost of HVAC power load over the monitoring period
can be calculated by

C2 =
M∑
t=1

P2(t) · p(t) ·∆t (12)

The difference between the indoor and outdoor temperatures
should be controlled below a given level. A constant λ is
introduced to represent this constraint as in [11]:

∆T (t) = |(Tout(t)− Tin(t)| ≤ λ. (13)

E. Other Loads

The end-use demand plays an important role in effective
power management in a smart grid building system [11]. In
this work, the priorities are given to the car park load and
the HVAC load, all other loads including end-use demand are
grouped together as a fixed term in P3. Data from demand



side are collected to estimate P3. The cost of other loads can
therefore be calculated by a simple model

C3 =
M∑
t=1

P3 · p(t) ·∆t (14)

F. Optimisation Design

Under normal grid supply, the total power cost of the system
consists of C1, C2 and C3 that can be calculated by (8), (12)
and (14), among them C3 is a fixed term from other loads,
only the EV car park cost (C1) and the HVAC cost (C2) can
be managed through control. To minimise C1 for the EV car
park system, the EV charging strategy can be determined from
the following optimisation design.

u∗ = arg minC1

s.t. SOCmin ≤ SOCi(t) ≤ SOCmax

SOCfinal ≥ a
(15)

Here u∗ is the charging status vector collating ui(t) for all EVs
(i = 1, · · · , N ) at all sampling time points (t = 1, · · · ,M ).

For the HVAC cost minimisation, similarly, the on/off
switching status can be determined from the following op-
timisation design.

Z∗ = arg minC2

s.t. ∆T (t) ≤ λ
(16)

where Z∗ is the control vector including switching status
variable ZHVAC(t) at all sampling times (t = 1, · · · ,M ).

The two optimisation problems in (15) and (16) are non-
convex integer optimisation problems. In this work, a heuristic
global optimisation method, Genetic Algorithm (GA), is cho-
sen to obtain the solution.

III. BACKUP SUPPLY IN EMERGENCY POWER OFF

A. Cost for Car Park for Emergency Support

When power supply from the grid is cut off due to technical
faults or weather conditions, the shopping mall power system
will be run under emergency mode. Backup sources such as
diesel generation will be used to supply power to maintain
basic operations until the system is back to normal power
supply. In this work, we consider to use car park power storage
as another backup source to supply power under emergency
situation. Denote P5 as diesel generator power and P4 as the
power provided from the car park, a new power balance is
obtained for the system in Fig.1 as

P1 + P2 + P3 = P4 + P5. (17)

The cost of emergency power supply includes the cost of
diesel generation power (C5) and the power cost for car park
EV discharging (C4). The cost for the discharged power is
calculated by

Cdischarge =

N∑
i=1

M∑
t=1

q · sgn+(−ui(t)) · PEV ·∆t (18)

where q is the price paid for emergency power supply by EV
discharging. This is considered to be a constant during the
short period of emergency. The battery degradation cost due
to discharging is calculated by

C4,loss =
N∑
i=1

M∑
t=1

Dr · sgn+(−ui(t)) · PEV ·∆t (19)

The total cost for car park due to discharging is therefore

C4 = Cdischarge + C4,loss (20)

B. Diesel Power Generation

In this study, the power from diesel generator (P5) is
calculated from (17). It contributes to part of the emergency
power supply. The cost for this part is calculated by

C5 = P5 ∗ γ (21)

where γ is the unit price for P5 which is a constant.

C. Design for Emergency Power Supply

In this work, the whole car park is taken as an energy
storage system that hold power from all EV batteries. With
the proposed emergency power supply scheme, some EVs
in the car park are used to supply power to shopping mall
from discharging activities, some still need to charge power
if the EV’s SOC is below the required SOCfinal. The price
paid for discharging power shouldn’t be less than the cost of
charging power and the degradation costs from both charging
and discharging activities, i.e.,

Cdischarge ≥ Ccharge + C1,loss + C4,loss (22)

otherwise the car park will lose money from participating the
scheme.

When the shopping mall is under the emergency operation
mode, the power supply will be prioritised for basic demands.
The constraint on EV battery SOC is relaxed to save more
storage power for the demand side. The adjusted constraint is

SOCfinal ≥ b (23)

Here b is the decreased threshold (b < a) for SOCfinal under
emergency operation mode.

Similarly, the threshold for indoor and outdoor temperature
difference ∆T is changed to λ∗ (λ∗ ≤ λ), that is,

∆T (t) ≤ λ∗ (24)

For emergency power supply, there’s no need to optimise
EV charging and discharging as in (15). The HVAC control
can be the same as in (16) if manageable.



IV. CASE STUDY

A. System Setting

A typical shopping mall with 40 (N = 40) EV charging
slots is considered for the case study. The use of electricity
is assessed from 9am to 5pm, divided into 16 (M ) time slots
with 0.5 hour (∆t) each. The maximum SOC is 0.9 and the
minimum SOC is 0.2. It is required that the SOC is not less
than 0.7 (a = 0.7) at the end of the day in normal situation
and 0.5 (b = 0.5) for emergency power supply.

In this work the commercial charging facility is assumed
which can fully charge an EV in less than 3 hours, the voltage
is 220 volts and the charging/discharging power PEV is 13.2
kW .

The battery degradation cost Dr is taken to be 0.3 $/kWh
[12]. The unit price for diesel power generation γ is 0.34
$/kWh. The price of purchasing power from grid p is a real-
time-pricing (RTP) setting, given as [0.26, 0.28, 0.30, 0.32,
0.28, 0.22, 0.20, 0.22] $/kWh from 9am to 5pm in the normal
situation.

The building’s inside temperature is set to 23◦C. The
outdoor temperature is set to 20◦C in the morning from 9am
to 12pm and 25◦C in the afternoon from 12pm to 5pm. The
HVAC parameter βon is set to 1 and βoff is set to 0.4 as in
[10]. λ is set to 7◦C for normal operation and λ∗ is 2◦C for
emergency operation. The term of other loads P3 is set to be
200kWh.

The diesel generation power P5 is set to 200kWh as backup
power for emergency supply.

B. Normal and Emergency Power Supply

For both the normal and emergency simulations, the initial
settings of the 40 EVs are randomly selected from the grid
points generated in Fig.2. To simulate the emergency scenario,
the power-off time period is set from 10am to 11am.

The calculated results for cost splits and power elements
are shown in Table II. The total power costs of the system are
$212.6 under normal power supply and $367.9 for emergency
situation. The data listed for emergency scenario covers power
usage over the whole 8 hours’ assessing period including the 7
hours under normal operation and the 1 hour under emergency
backup supply.

C. EV Variation Analysis for Emergency Power Supply

To further examine the proposed strategy for emergency
power supply, a large number of initial settings are selected to
simulate variations of EVs and their initial SOC in a car park.
Sample size of 1000, 2000, 5000 and 10000 initial conditions
are implemented, in which EV capacities are taken randomly
from points in Fig.2. From these simulation, the worst case
(lower bound) can be identified under which the emergency
power supply requirement is still satisfied.

The results of lower bounds for C1 and Ctotal are shown in
Table III. This simulation validates that the size of a smart car
park with 40 EVs is capable of providing emergency power
supply to the case study shopping mall system under various
initial EV conditions.

D. Simulation on Different Emergency Time Slots

In this section, simulations are made on different power-off
time periods, each one lasts for 1 hour. The results are given
in Table IV.

The results show that, for the case study shopping mall
with 40 EV charging slots, the smart car park capacity can be
used for part of backup power supply for one-hour emergency
power off.

E. Simulation on Different Temperature Difference and EV
Numbers

In this section, we first discuss the impact of EV number
to the cost results. By fixing other factors in Section IV-A,
the number of EVs is changed from 20 to 70, the costs are
calculated and listed in the Table V. The simulation results
show that the number of EVs must be over 35 in order to
satisfy the requirement of emergency power supply for the
case study shopping mall. When the number of vehicles is too
small, the proposed strategy fails to return a solution under
some initial conditions of EVs.

In the next simulation, the impact of indoor and outdoor
temperature difference (∆T ) is discussed. Under normal oper-
ations, a threshold of λ = 7 is applied for building temperature
control. Under emergency situations, this threshold level can
be lowered to reduce power consumption for temperature con-
trol and allow more car park storage for emergency demands.
The threshold for temperature control under emergency power
supply is denoted by λ∗ as in (24).

By changing λ∗ from 1 to 7, the results for required number
of EVs and the costs are listed in Table VI. It can be seen
that when the temperature control demand is reduced, i.e.
smaller λ∗, the minimum number of EVs required to support
the scheme is also reduced and so does the total cost.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a power management scheme for
a shopping mall system with EV car park. Two different
operation scenarios are considered. For the normal operation
with power supply from the grid, an optimal control model is
proposed to minimise the total cost by controlling EVs’ charg-
ing status and HVAC’s on/off status. For emergency power
off situation, the car park storage and the diesel generation
are used as backup power supply. Simulations are made on a
case study system. The results demonstrate the feasibility of
using a large-scale smart car park as backup energy storage for
emergency use when the grid power is cut off. This provides a
solution to reduce traditional power supply under emergency
situation, and promotes the use of more cleaning energy.

In this work, the power control of car park and HVAC are
handled by two constrained optimisation problems. Consider-
ing more complicated power use demands, e.g., the priority
of power supply between multiple subsystems, the combined
control of EVs and HVAC may be required, which makes
a challenging optimisation problem. Other factors, such as
variations in customer flow, environmental temperature, can be



TABLE II
RESULTS OF POWER SPLIT AND COSTS UNDER NORMAL AND EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY

Ctotal($) C1($) C2($) C3 ($) C4($) C5($) P1(kWh) P2(kWh) P3(kWh) P4(kWh) P5(kWh)
Normal 212.6 135.2 25.4 52.0 0 0 520.0 97.5 200 0 0
Emergency 367.9 147.5 26.8 67.0 58.6 68.0 557.3 80.2 200 68.1 200

TABLE III
COST LOWER BOUNDS FOR DIFFERENT INITIAL SETTINGS

Sampling Lower C1 ($) Lower Ctotal ($)
1,000 213.4 359.9
2,000 210.3 357.6
5,000 209.4 357.4
10,000 208.9 357.0

TABLE IV
COST LOWER BOUNDS FOR DIFFERENT EMERGENCY TIME SLOTS

Cut down time Lower C1 ($) Lower Ctotal ($)
10:00-11:00 177.3 332.7
11:00-12:00 212.0 359.9
12:00-13:00 240.0 374.3
13:00-14:00 221.4 362.4
14:00-15:00 210.3 357.8
15:00-16:00 211.4 358.2
16:00-17:00 209.5 359.1

TABLE V
NUMBER OF EVS AND COSTS

N Lower C1 ($) Ctotal ($) Upper C1 ($)
20 N/A N/A N/A
25 N/A N/A 253.4
30 N/A N/A 255.8
35 240.0 376.4 271.2
40 213.4 362.4 250.4
50 210.7 359.6 248.3
60 216.4 355.1 239.3
70 216.4 356.5 226.4

TABLE VI
NUMBER OF EVS AND TOTAL COST FOR DIFFERENT λ∗

λ∗ (◦C) Minimal EVs required Ctotal ($)
1 26 320.4
2 31 348.4
3 35 356.6
4 39 365.4
5 44 371.5
6 47 383.6
7 51 399.9

added to the proposed framework but need more investigation
to understand their impacts.
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